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Abstract
We examine the dynamics of development of cortical maps of spatial position, ocular
dominance and orientation preference in the elastic net model. Analysis and simulation results
are presented for the order in which each of these maps "rst emerges as a function of the
parameters of the feature space.  2000 Published by Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Feature-space models of cortical map development based on the elastic net and
Kohonen algorithms [10,5,16] currently give the closest match to experimental data
regarding the spatial structure of orientation (OR) and ocular dominance (OD) maps
[8,21]. Ho!suK mmer et al. [12,13] have investigated the dynamics of the joint development of these maps in a continuous version of the elastic net model. Biologically, it is
possible that OR and OD may develop in a di!erent order in di!erent species, and
Ho!suK mmer et al. found that the "nal map structure in the model depends on this
order of development. Here we analyze how the ordering of map development is
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controlled by the parameters of the feature space in a discrete version of the elastic net
by extending Durbin et al. [6] analysis of the behavior of the net for the traveling
salesman problem to its behavior in high-dimensional feature spaces. The resulting
predictions compare favorably with simulation results.

2. The elastic net model of cortical mapping
The elastic net is a biologically motivated method for solving combinatorial
optimization problems such as the traveling salesman problem (TSP) [7]. It has been
reviewed many times (e.g. [8,21]) and therefore it will only be described brie#y here. It
consists of a set of y , j"1,2, N vectors, modeling the receptive "elds of cells in the
H
primary visual cortex (V1). The net learns a set of x , i"1,2, M prototypes, which
G
represent the visual input. Both the prototypes and the cortical cell vectors consist of
several features, speci"cally the x and y retinal position, the ocularity, and the OR
preferred angle and `strengtha as introduced by Swindale [20]. Learning is performed
by minimizing an energy function E given by
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where a and b are constants, Nb(j) represents y 's neighbors, and U is given by
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The parameter k gives the extent of the neighborhood in the input space over which
each y is excited, i.e. the extent of its receptive "eld. In the `annealeda version of the
H
elastic net model, k is gradually reduced; since it acts as a scale for the di!erence
between x and y 's features, this can be seen by increasing the power of a magnifying
G
H
glass through which the net's vectors can be distinguished from the prototypes; the
smaller k, the greater the magni"cation, and the smaller the distance between them,
minimized by the relaxation of E. To solve the TSP problem, M)N; in this case,
when k becomes very small, each y is matched to an x [6,19]. Meanwhile, the
H
G
`lengtha of the cortical map, given by the second term in the energy function, is kept
small, requiring that neighboring cortical cells learn close features. The elastic net is
closely related to other models based on local learning rules [18,24,4,25], and
implements a form of deterministic annealing [17].
Two possible ways in which the prototypes can be distributed is randomly,
sampling from a continous distribution of feature values (e.g. [13,23]), or regularly,
where feature values are evenly spaced (e.g. [10,11]). Since the interpretation of the
input space is somewhat abstract, it is hard to give biological justi"cations for
selecting one type of distribution over the other. Here we use a regular distribution;
this allows some simple expressions to be derived for how the order of development
depends in the feature space parameters.
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3. Analysis
Durbin et al. [6] analyzed the dynamics of the elastic net as applied to the TSP.
They showed that for a su$ciently large value of k the energy function has one
minimum, with all points in the elastic net at the origin. As k is reduced the energy
function bifurcates. These bifurcation points occur when the Hessian matrix of the
energy function becomes singular, i.e. has a zero eigenvalue (for large k all eigenvalues
are positive). At the "rst bifurcation, the net starts to expand along the direction of the
principal eigenvector of the covariance matrix of the set of prototypes; a "rst map has
emerged. As k is reduced further the energy function bifurcates again and a second
map emerges, and so on. This type of behavior has also been studied for more general
deterministic annealing methods (reviewed in [17]).
The full Hessian is complicated; however, Durbin et al. showed that when the net
lies entirely at the origin, + y "0, 2 , the Hessian has a much simpler form and
H
H ,
the prototypes distribution enters only via its covariance matrix. Let j# be the

smallest eigenvalue of the Hessian and j. the largest eigenvalue of the city/proto
types covariance matrix. Then:
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(Note that there are some typos in Durbin et al. [6] which are corrected here.) Thus
the value of k for which j# "0 gives the point at which the net breaks out from the

origin. For k small this condition becomes simply k"(j. (this relation can also be

derived from a more general consideration of deterministic annealing [17]).
3.1. The xrst emerging map
For our analysis, the prototypes are placed on a "ve-dimensional regular grid. The
individual components of the grid are the x and y positions, evenly-spaced with a step
d to a total of unit length (i.e. n"1#1/d positions in each direction),
OD3+!l,#l,, and r sin(h), r cos(h), where h takes m evenly-spaced values on [0, 2p),
and r is the `strengtha of OR tuning (since orientation preference is p periodic, we use
the standard device of doubling this angle to give an appropriate 2p periodicity). All
these components are mutually orthogonal. This regular distribution of the prototypes allows the covariance matrix and its eigenvalues to be calculated analytically in
terms of d, l and r, and thus analytical values to be derived for the critical k value at
which the "rst map starts to expand. Because of the orthogonality of the components
the covariance matrix is diagonal. It can be straightforwardly obtained as
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where the "rst two rows/columns give the variance in the x, y directions, the next two
the variance along the polar coordinates of the (r, h) plane, and the last the variance
along the OD direction. For generality we have included the possibility that the
spacing of feature points along the x and y component may be di!erent (cf. [9]). The
critical values k , k and k at which initial movement from the origin occurs along
VW 

each of these dimensions are thus
nd
k "
,
VW (12

r
k "
,
 (2

k "l.


(5)

Note the following:
E If the spatial dimensions are of unit length then nd+1 and k becomes
VW
(1/12"0.29. Our previous applications of the elastic net to the formation of
ocular dominance columns have usually started at k "0.2 with l(k


[10,11,9]. Thus, as expected, in those cases we saw an immediate expansion along
the spatial dimensions without expansion along the ocular dominance dimension.
E These values allow conditions to be derived on d, r and l so as to ensure that one
particular feature map develops "rst. Biologically it is clear that the topographic
map develops "rst, thus the biologically appropriate parameter regime (in the limit
of small d) is r(0.41 and l(0.29.
3.2. Subsequent maps
Once it is true that + y O0,
the subsequent null eigenvalues of the Hessian
H
H 2 ,
are no longer easy to compute analytically. However, the bifurcation points can be
studied by simulation as described below. Since the Hessian depends on the y values,
H
its eigenvalues would have to be calculated during the simulation.

4. Simulations
We used the following simulation parameters: a"0.2, b"2.0, k was started at an
initial value of 0.5 and was subsequently reduced by multiplying it by 0.99 after each
iteration, d"0.05, m"6, r3[0.08, 0.28], l3[0.08, 0.2]. The cortical sheet was
a square array of size 72;72 cells, so that there were roughly the same number of
cortical cells (5, 184) as prototype vectors (5, 292). The neighborhood of a cortical cell
was taken to be its four nearest-neighbors in the cortical array. The net was started
with random OR and OD components and a crude retinotopy.
As predicted analytically, the net initially collapsed to a point at the center of the
feature space. We examined the development of the subsequent maps by observing
each feature separately. As k decreased to its "rst critical value the retinotopic map
started to emerge at k"0.29, as predicted by Eq. (5). Fig. 1 shows a plot of the
`lengtha term of the energy function within the biological parameter regime. Initially
the length becomes very small as the net collapses to a point. It then expands again as
the retinotopic map forms; the bottom of the well corresponds to k . Expansion then
VW
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Fig. 1. The evolution of the `lengtha term of the energy function in a typical simulation, (l"0.18, r"0.20).
The retinotopic map emerges "rst, followed by the OD and OR maps, respectively.

slows down until a sudden jump when the second map forms at the next critical value
(in this case OD). A "nal jump occurs when the next map forms at the next critical
value (in this case OR). Beyond this point k is very small and the maps remain quite
stable.
We also ran some simulations in the non-biological regime where the OR or OD
map form before the retinotopic map. As predicted by our calculations, whereas if
r(0.41 and l(0.29 the retinotopic map emerged "rst, if r'0.41 and l(r/(2 the
OR map emerged "rst (i.e. each cortical receptive "eld had a di!erent orientation but
the same retinotopic location), and if l'0.29 and r(l(2 the OD map emerged "rst.
We investigated by simulation the dependence of the critical values of k on the
parameters of the feature space. Fig. 2 shows the dependence k and k on l and on


r after the retinotopic map has formed. Since on the ordinates k's are represented as
increasing, while in simulations k decreases, these plots should be read from up to
down: for example on the left "gure, for a given value of l, e.g. 0.10, the "rst map to
emerge is the retinotopic one, at k "0.29, the second is the OR map, at k "0.075,
VW

and the last is the OD map, at k "0.051.

These simulation values for k and k do not match the numerical values predicted


by Eq. (5), since the predictions are valid only if OR and OD, respectively, are the "rst
map to emerge. However, surprisingly the analysis still correctly predicts several more
general aspects of these graphs. Firstly, in both analysis and simulations k depends

only on r and k depends only on l. Secondly, in both analysis and simulations this is

a linear dependence, though with a change in the slope in the simulations at (OR) or
near (OD) the cross-over point. Thirdly, in the simulations the slope of the k versus
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Fig. 2. The dependence of the critical values on feature space parameters: (A) varying OD parameter l with
r"0.20; (B) varying OR parameter r with l"0.14.

l line is +0.5 before cross-over and +0.8 after cross-over, while the slope of the
k versus r line is +0.35 before cross-over and +0.6 after cross-over. Thus, the ratio

of the k and k slopes both before and after cross-over is +(2, as in Eq. (5).



5. Discussion
A generalization of the analysis of Durbin et al. [6] makes good predictions for the
critical values of the annealing parameter k at which the "rst map emerges. In
addition, there is an intriguing similarity between the functional form of these
predictions for k and k and the simulation results for the development of these


subsequent maps. This suggests that theoretical analysis of the critical points after
a retinotopic map has formed may be tractable, even though in principle it appears
much more di$cult than when all points in the net reside at a point.
The elastic net model of cortical map development can also be run in a nonannealed version, where a constant value of k(k , k , k is used throughout the
VW  
simulation. In this case, all maps develop simultaneously and the issue of the staging
of map development does not arise. Wolf and Geisel [23] have observed that in this
region there is the phenomenon of pinwheel annihilation (the maps never stabilize).
This does not occur in the annealed version since the maps become `frozena shortly
after their initial formation, and hence we did not observe pinwheel annihilation in the
simulations reported here (data not shown). Optical imaging data from ferrets suggests that the emerging maps remain highly stablen [2].
Experimental data has not yet established the precise ordering of OR and OD map
development. In monkeys the OD map emerges before birth [14] and the OR map is
present very soon after birth [22,1], though it may emerge earlier. In cat, although it
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was originally thought that the OD map emerges starting at about 3 weeks after birth
[15], more recent optical imaging data suggests that both OR and OD maps are
present as early as two weeks after birth [3]. In this paper we have expanded on the
work of HofsuK mmer et al. [12,13] and analyzed the parameters controlling the order
of map development in a slightly di!erent version of the elastic net model; we must
now await further experimental data to establish the link between these parameters
and the development of real maps in di!erent species.
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